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Executive Summary

Anwar Awlaki, the U.S.-born preacher and operational leader of Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, was killed on September 30, 2011, by a U.S. drone strike. The strike itself was not unusual; before Awlaki’s killing, the Obama administration had put the Bush administration’s drone program on steroids, killing hundreds of suspected militants with near-constant strikes in the tribal areas of Pakistan. However, this strike was unique insofar as Awlaki was the first U.S. citizen to be specifically targeted by a drone strike overseas by his government.

The killing of Awlaki as he left a funeral in Yemen put a spotlight on an important question: how does the U.S. government confront an American terror suspect abroad? For policymakers, the presence of American jihadists in foreign countries presents several tricky policy problems compared with similar foreign terrorists. In this paper, we explore the costs and benefits of several distinct approaches available to the U.S. government in confronting the threat of Americans fighting jihad against the United States from abroad. These include:

- Targeting suspects with lethal force.
- Capturing terror suspects and trying them in federal court.
- Capturing suspects and detaining them in military custody.
- Assisting the government of other countries to prosecute suspects on their own.
- Tolerating the activities of the terror suspects.

Also within this paper, we catalog the American citizens abroad who have joined the jihadist cause and operated overseas, focusing on those Americans who traveled overseas to join the enemy and have not attempted to return. We specifically profile Anwar Awlaki, the most dangerous traitor to America in the post-9/11 era, explaining why his killing was deemed necessary to the United States government and of particular interest to President Obama. We also examine other cases of American suspects of terrorism, including John...
Walker Lindh, Yaser Esam Hamdi, Jaber Elbaneh, Kamal Derwish, Adam Gadahn, Samir Khan, Ahmed Oman Abu Ali, and the so-called Lackawanna Six, among others.

Much of the U.S. effort against Americans involved in jihadist activity abroad is quite robust. However, the U.S. approach leaves considerable gaps, particularly regarding Americans involved in pro-Al Qaeda propaganda and recruitment. On some issues, particularly killing suspected American terrorists, outside oversight of executive conduct is thin, leading to the potential for abuse of power. Regarding drone strikes, as long as the number of Americans targeted with lethal force remains low, we argue that leaving targeting questions entirely in executive hands makes sense. The argument for a more formal, prescribed oversight mechanism becomes stronger to the extent the activity becomes more common.

* Daniel Byman is a professor in the Security Studies Program at Georgetown University and the Research Director of the Saban Center for Middle East Policy at Brookings.

** Benjamin Wittes is a Senior Fellow in Governance Studies at the Brookings Institution, the Editor in Chief of the Lawfare blog, and a member of the Hoover Institution’s Task Force on National Security and Law.
By its very name, the Hellfire missile promises to visit Biblical wrath upon those on its receiving end. On September 30, 2011, it delivered just that to Anwar Awlaki, the U.S.-born preacher and an operational leader of Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), who had plotted repeated attacks from his hideout in Yemen. The same strike also took out Samir Khan, another U.S. national and propagandist for Awlaki’s organization. A separate strike a few weeks later killed Awlaki’s teenaged son, also an American citizen. The latter two deaths were collateral damage in strikes aimed at others. Awlaki, by contrast, was not. He was specifically targeted with lethal force by a government, his own government, which had semi-publicly sought his death for months—tracking him across Yemen even as it fended off litigation by his family to remove him from the U.S. government’s targeting list.

Long before the Awlaki killing, the Obama administration had put the Bush administration’s drone program on steroids, killing hundreds of suspected militants with near-constant strikes in the tribal areas of Pakistan. Awlaki, however, was not just another dead terrorist. Because of his U.S. citizenship, his killing moved the Obama administration into an uncharted realm for counterterrorism. His seemingly straightforward killing masked innumerable complexities, and, perhaps more than any single operation, it illustrated the jump between the pre-9/11 and post-9/11 worlds. Once upon a time, Attorney General Janet Reno had fretted about whether the United States had the legal authority to kill the Saudi terrorist Osama bin Laden, who had never set foot in the United States, but who had publicly declared war on it—demonstrating his grim intentions by planning the bombings of U.S. embassies in Africa and the USS Cole. By contrast, in killing Awlaki, the Obama administration targeted a U.S. citizen—one who had never been proven in any court to have been directly responsible for actual deaths—and it has actively resisted judicial supervision of the decision to target him.1 Indeed, the administration has insisted in court that such targeting could not be reviewed, either before the strike or after—and that it cannot be forced to release publicly the memoranda that lay out its legal rationale for undertaking the strike.

1 Had Omar Faruk Abdulmuttalab, the so-called “underwear bomber,” not pled guilty in a plot to detonate a bomb aboard an airplane over Detroit, the U.S. government would have presented considerable evidence regarding Awlaki’s involvement in this attack, portraying him as the operational commander who vetted Omar, persuaded him to attack America, provided him with a bomb, and gave him detailed instructions for finding a flight.
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The Obama administration carried out the strike not against a member of the core of Al Qaeda, but against a member of an affiliated group that had not even existed on September 11, 2001, emphasizing that the Obama administration expanded field of battle—a field expanded both geographically and conceptually—even though Obama had criticized the Bush administration for having had too expansive a concept of the War on Terror.²

Yemen itself, meanwhile, was both ally and enemy, helping the United States fight terrorism at times, while at other times tolerating—or even directly aiding—jihadists bent on killing Americans. And while the killing led to condemnation from human rights groups that it “violates both U.S. and international law”³—some of whom had earlier brought an unsuccessful lawsuit to prevent it from happening—it barely caused a ripple of protest among the American people. More Americans agree that “terror suspects who are U.S. citizens” should “be deliberately killed by U.S. forces” than favor granting these suspects “the constitutional right given to U.S. citizens to be tried in a court of law.”⁴ If anything, the strike made President Obama more popular at a time when the stagnating American economy showed his presidency’s popularity at a low ebb.

The Awlaki strike, however, is only one of a diverse array of approaches the United States has taken towards U.S. citizens abroad who align themselves with the enemy and travel abroad to wage war. This relatively small group of people has provoked, in addition to drone strikes, a treason indictment, other terrorism prosecutions in federal courts, detention under military law, imprisonment in allied countries, and a number of instances of what we might call tolerance—a decision that the individual in question just does not merit any serious effort at either an arrest or a kill. The handful of American jihadists active overseas against the United States present special challenges in counterterrorism, because they are comparatively free, relative to citizens actually inside the United States, to integrate themselves into enemy forces. Those who stay at home, by contrast, may find it difficult to make contact with the enemy despite their earnest desire to do so. At the same time, U.S. citizens also enjoy certain legal rights vis-a-vis the U.S. government and

² Although Al Qaeda of the Arabian Peninsula did not exist on 9/11, Al Qaeda itself and the broader jihadist movement have long had a presence there, going back to the early days of the movement.
consequent expectations of free travel and government protection both domestically and overseas that non-citizens do not enjoy. In essence, citizens like Awlaki are potentially the most dangerous terrorists—in part because the array of U.S. policy tools to defeat them is comparatively restrictive and has gaps, while policy towards them is inconsistent.

For Al Qaeda and associated movements, however, such Americans present both a blessing and a risk. For propaganda purposes, they enable Al Qaeda to play up its appeal and underscore its claim to be a global organization. And the cultural and personal connections these Americans have to their home make them more effective propagandists and recruiters—and as operators, potentially better able to avoid suspicion. However, Americans often do not fit in neatly with the locals, not understanding the language and culture. In addition, there is always the chance that an American might be uncommitted and thus easily suborned upon his return—or perhaps even a spy from the start. Successful terrorist groups are often paranoid ones, and trust of an American would come slowly.

In this paper, we look at American citizens abroad who join the jihadist cause and operate overseas. We do not consider those—like Jose Padilla, David Headley, or Najibullah Zazi—who returned to the United States and were captured domestically. Though such people raise some of the same issues as Americans who remain abroad, the ability to capture them domestically makes them analytically distinct in critical respects and at key moments. Rather, our focus here is on Americans who travel overseas to join the enemy and either do not attempt to return or have not yet done so—and with whom the United States must thus contend while they remain abroad.

For policymakers, American jihadists in foreign countries present several tricky policy problems compared with similar foreign terrorists. Very few scholars and commentators argue for judicial review of targeting decisions with respect to strikes on Al Qaeda leaders in general, for example. But the Awlaki case has spawned multiple calls for judicial review when the government targets a U.S. citizen. U.S. nationals are also far more politically difficult to hold in long-term military detention than are non-citizens, and the courts tend to show a greater interest in and solicitude for their cases. What’s more, they are not eligible for trial before military commissions. A few, like Awlaki, are operationally active at a senior level, enabling an administration to claim that they pose an imminent threat; but others are propagandists, engaging in behavior that is insidious but arguably more protected legally. So the options for handling U.S. nationals supporting terrorists abroad
tend to be starker. As a practical matter, there are only four: In narrow legal circumstances, as in Awlaki’s case, the United States can target them with lethal force. When American forces manage to capture them, trial in federal court is a virtual certainty. Sometimes, the United States can assist the government of the country they have ensconced themselves to prosecute on their own. Beyond that, however, authorities—although they never quite say this—have to tolerate the activities of such people. These different tools each involves tradeoffs, some of them obvious and some of them subtle.

In this paper, we explore these tradeoffs—looking at the benefits and costs of criminal prosecution, lethal targeting, military detention, proxy detention or prosecution by allied forces, and toleration. We conclude, in brief, that the American counterterrorism arsenal with respect to citizens overseas is generally robust and flexible, but that it also has some notable gaps—particularly regarding enemy propagandists and recruiters. We do not propose closing these gaps, since any effort to do so would raise significant constitutional questions and the number of people involved does not justify such a step. Moreover, we similarly do not endorse proposals to create judicial review of targeting decisions like the one to kill Awlaki—and for much the same reason. These cases are, at least for now, so rare that they do not justify a major policy shift toward judicialization of overseas lethal targeting operations.
Who Was Anwar Awlaki?

Anwar Awlaki was the most important and most dangerous traitor to America in the post-9/11 era. Awlaki was born in New Mexico, where his father was studying for his master's degree in agricultural economics. He later moved to Minnesota, where his father received his doctorate, and then went with his family back to Yemen, where he rejoined family members of the Awlak tribe. His father would eventually serve as minister of agriculture in the government of Ali Abdullah Saleh, and as president of Sana’a University. While in Yemen, the young Awlaki studied the Koran, and his community gathered to honor young men who went off to fight the Soviets in Afghanistan. “There was constant talk of the heroes who were leaving Yemen to join the fight and become martyrs and go to paradise,” recalled one neighbor at the time.5 In Yemen, those going off to fight the Soviets had the support of the government, tribes, and religious associations—a rare unanimity.6 Awlaki returned to the United States as a student, first receiving his bachelor’s at Colorado State University in 1991, then getting his master’s at San Diego State University, and eventually studying for his doctorate at George Washington University. No doubt unusual among his classmates, Awlaki spent one of his summers while in college in Afghanistan, fighting with the mujahedin.7

It is hard to pin a label on Awlaki and say that he was an Al Qaeda member born and bred. Even as he railed against Israel and encouraged young Muslims to fight in places like Chechnya, he also condemned the September 11 attacks, attended a Pentagon luncheon as part of an outreach effort to moderate Muslims, conducted a prayer breakfast at the U.S. Capitol, and even appeared in a Washington Post video explaining Ramadan to non-Muslims.8 When serving as an imam in Virginia, mosque members claimed he did

8 Shane and Mekhennet, “Imam’s path from condemning terror to preaching jihad.”
not espouse radicalism. In 1996 and 1997 he was arrested for soliciting prostitutes while in San Diego—hardly the act of a religious fanatic.

Yet Awlaki appeared at the same time to lead a dual life of radicalism and violence. He became the imam of the Denver Islamic Society in 1994 and ran into trouble after encouraging a member to go fight the Russians in Chechnya. In 1998 and 1999, he helped run a small charity that the FBI later described as “a front organization to funnel money to terrorists.” He also met with an Osama bin Laden associate and an associate of Omar Abdel Rahman, who was in prison for plotting terrorist attacks in New York. In a story that was never satisfactorily explained, Awlaki also met with Khalid al-Midhar and Nawaf Al-Hazmi, two of the 9/11 hijackers, when he led a mosque in San Diego. Al-Hazmi followed Awlaki when the imam moved to the Dar al-Hijrah mosque in Virginia in 2001 and called him his “spiritual advisor.” The FBI concluded that these contacts were random, not part of the 9/11 plot, but at least one FBI investigator believed Awlaki “was at the center of the 9/11 story.” Similarly, the 9/11 Commission “shares the suspicions” about Awlaki.

Despite not having pieced together all of the puzzle, U.S. investigators were suspicious of Awlaki. At this point in the story, they found a way to go after him. When Awlaki had returned to the United States in 1990 to go to college, he had claimed to have been born in Yemen, not New Mexico—perhaps in an effort to win scholarship money reserved for foreign students. This fraud, minor in itself, was enough for a warrant years later. Prosecutors in Colorado, however, rescinded it, claiming they could not make a criminal case.

Awlaki had also been observed crossing state lines with prostitutes in the Washington D.C. area, so the FBI had earlier considered charging him under the Mann Act, which prohibits transporting women across state line for “immoral purposes.”

---
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14 Rhee and Schone, “How Anwar Al-Awlaki Got Away.”
Awlaki ultimately left the United States of his own volition, moving first to the United Kingdom in 2002 and then to Yemen in 2004. He lived in Shabwa, where his family was from, and taught at Iman University, whose alumni included another American jihadist, John Walker Lindh.

While in Yemen, Awlaki’s role in inspiring young Americans and westerners more generally came into focus. Faisal Shahzad, the would-be Times Square bomber, claimed he was “inspired” by Awlaki and had made contact with him over the Internet. Perhaps more important, Awlaki was also believed to have inspired Nidal Hasan. On November 5, 2009, Hasan, a U.S. Army major, went on a shooting rampage at Fort Hood, Texas, killing thirteen of his fellow servicemen. Between December 2008 and June 2009, Hasan had been in regular email contact with Awlaki, asking him questions about jihad, suicide bombings, and the role of Muslims but also for recommendations “for a wife that is willing to strive with me to please Allah.” Although U.S. intelligence agencies intercepted these communications, and the FBI informed the Army about them, authorities took no action. Bruce Riedel, a former CIA officer and terrorism expert, declared, “E-mailing a known al-Qaeda sympathizer should have set off alarm bells. Even if he was exchanging recipes, the bureau should have put out an alert.”

After Hasan’s rampage, Awlaki declared, “The only way a Muslim could Islamically justify serving as a soldier in the US army is if his intention is to follow the footsteps of men like Nidal.” Playing to U.S. fears, he gloated, “Jihad [holy war] is becoming as American as apple pie and as British as afternoon tea.”

Awlaki was unusually qualified for the role of inspiring Americans like Shahzad and Hasan. The plodding rhetoric of bin Laden’s successor, Ayman al-Zawahiri, comes off as flat in translation, but Awlaki had excellent English and was Web savvy, using the Internet

---
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to reach out to disaffected Muslims in the West. Awlaki could cite Koranic justifications and then sneak in a Michael Jackson reference, a blend of humor and knowledge that made him compelling.  

Juan Zarate, a top counterterrorism official in the Bush administration, described him as “kind of a pied piper for Western ears.”

Citing the U.S. invasion of Iraq and “continued U.S. aggression against Muslims,” Awlaki explained that the call to jihad against America was binding on him even though he was a U.S. citizen and went on to exhort his fellows: “To the Muslims in America, I have this to say: How can your conscience allow you to live in peaceful coexistence with a nation that is responsible for the tyranny and crimes committed against your own brothers and sisters?”

Al Qaeda expert Brian Fishman points out that because he was born in the United States, he was more credibly able to say, “this is why I turned on my country. And in doing so, he was trying to lay out a pathway for other people to follow.”

A preacher inspiring others to violence is certainly dangerous. But had Awlaki been no more than that, he certainly could not have been lawfully targeted with lethal force. A citizen who exhorts others in general terms to arms has broad protection under the free speech guarantees of the First Amendment. Indeed, the activity of an independent actor would generally qualify as protected speech unless it threatens “imminent lawless action”—like, for example, the exhorting of a mob to burn buildings or lynch someone.

While doing propaganda work for and at the direction of a designated foreign terrorist group might well qualify as material support for terrorism, neither the Bush nor Obama administrations have claimed the authority to target such a person with lethal force. But over time, authorities recognized Awlaki as more than just a preacher—or even a preacher acting as part of an enemy group. Although he was not the leader of AQAP, nor even an especially important figure in its operations inside Yemen, he did take the lead in what mattered most to Americans: attacks on the United States. Senior Treasury Department official Stuart Levey in 2010 said Awlaki “has involved himself in every aspect of the

---
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supply chain of terrorism—fundraising for terrorist groups, recruiting and training operatives, and planning and ordering attacks on innocents.” In May 2013, Attorney General Eric Holder in a letter and President Obama in a major speech publicly laid on successive days out an overview of the government’s evidence against Awlaki. Said Obama:

[H]e was continuously trying to kill people. He helped oversee the 2010 plot to detonate explosive devices on two U.S. bound cargo planes. He was involved in planning to blow up an airliner in 2009. When Farouk Abdulmutallab—the Christmas Day bomber—went to Yemen in 2009, Awlaki hosted him, approved his suicide operation, and helped him tape a martyrdom video to be shown after the attack. His last instructions were to blow up the airplane when it was over American soil.

Holder, who offered more detail in his letter (and used a different spelling of Awlaki’s name), put it like this:

It was not al-Aulaqi’s words that led the United States to act against him: they only served to demonstrate his intentions and state of mind, that he “pray[ed] that Allah [would] destro[y] America and all its allies.” Rather, it was al-Aulaqi’s actions—and, in particular, his direct personal involvement in the continued planning and execution of terrorist attacks against the U.S. homeland—that made him a lawful target and led the United States to take action.

While the public record on Awlaki surely does not contain all the information that informed that judgment, it unambiguously supports the government’s view of the matter.

In addition to his email exchanges with Hasan, Awlaki allegedly tried to orchestrate two attacks on U.S. airliners and allegedly sought to use cyanide and ricin for attacks on westerners in Yemen. U.S. officials linked him to the near-miss attempt to blow up a passenger jet over Detroit on Christmas Day 2009 and the 2010 plot to use explosives cunningly

28 “Al Qaeda’s Anwar al-Awlaki killed in Yemen,” CBS News.
hidden in packages to down two cargo jets over the Atlantic. Either of these attacks, had they succeeded, would have been blows to the U.S. homeland. The so-called “underwear bomber,” Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, provided U.S. investigators with a detailed account of Awlaki’s role.29 The Justice Department contends that when Abdulmutallab went to Yemen, he stayed with Awlaki—who assured him he would help him conduct a martyrdom operation. Awlaki approved the operation, connected Abdulmutallab with AQAP’s ace bombmaker, prosecutors argued, helped him write his martyrdom video, and gave him specific instructions to strike a U.S. aircraft over American soil.30

Awlaki also allegedly fomented terrorism in Europe. He worked with Bangladesh-born Rajib Karim, an airline employee in the United Kingdom, whose younger brother Tehzeeb met with Awlaki in Yemen. Tehzeeb put his brother in email contact, and Awlaki tried to learn about how much access Karim had to airports, about the limits to security systems, about what a watch-listed person would have to go through, and about other operational details.31 Yet Awlaki still saw the United States as the brass ring, sending Karim an email saying that the “highest priority is the U.S. . . . Anything there, even if on a smaller scale compared to what we may do in the U.K., would be our choice.”32

Holder described some of these incidents in his letter:

When Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab . . . went to Yemen in 2009, al-Aulaqi arranged an introduction via text message. Abdulmutallab told U.S. officials that he stayed at al-Aulaqi’s house for three days, and then spent two weeks at an AQAP training camp. Al-Aulaqi planned a suicide operation for Abdulmutallab, helped Abdulmutallab draft a statement for a martyrdom video to be shown after the attack, and directed him to take down a U.S. airliner. Al-Aulaqi’s last

31  Thomas Joscelyn, “Awlaki’s emails to terror plotter show operational role,” The Long War Journal, March 2, 2011, http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2011/03/anwar_al_awlaki_ema.php. See also Mark Hosenball, “Secret panel can put Americans on ‘kill list,’” Reuters, October 5, 2011, http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/10/05/us-cia-killlist-idUSTRE79475C20111005. There is some debate about Awlaki’s role in the email exchanges, with some believing that it was Karim’s brother who sent the emails. However, intelligence community analysts believe that if so, then Awlaki was at the brother’s side.
32  Thomas Joscelyn, “AQAP confirms Anwar al-Awlaki killed in US drone strike.”
instructions were to blow up the airplane when it was over American soil. Al-Aulaqi also played a key role in the October 2010 plot to detonate explosive devices on two U.S.-bound cargo planes: he not only helped plan and oversee the plot, but was also directly involved in the details of its execution—to the point that he took part in the development and testing of the explosive devices that were placed on the planes.33

The near-success of mass casualty attacks like Abdulmutallab’s attempt to bomb a U.S. airplane, made Awlaki one of America’s most wanted terrorists. In April 2010, U.S. forces were authorized to kill Awlaki, in what was now named “Objective Troy,” on sight.34 Awlaki’s U.S. citizenship did not diminish President Obama’s personal enthusiasm for killing him. According to one account, Obama grew especially eager to get Awlaki as his operational role became clearer and asked frequently for updates on progress in locating him.35 In May 2010, U.S. forces got close. Awlaki paused to switch vehicles, and watched the one he had abandoned be destroyed.36

The key tip eventually came from Yemeni intelligence, which found Awlaki in the town of Al Khasaf. Yemen alerted U.S. intelligence, which followed him with a drone from that point.37 Awlaki was leaving a funeral when the United States struck.38

President Obama declared at the time, “The death of Awlaki is a major blow to Al Qaeda’s most active operational affiliate”—a claim that holds up. Awlaki’s operational abilities were not unique, and indeed AQAP’s bomb maker, Ibrahim al-Asiri, is far more lethal. But few Al Qaeda members both played an active operational role and could inspire westerners the way Awlaki could, or otherwise radicalize and recruit them. The danger of future Nidal Hasans is thus diminished by his death. Politically, killing Awlaki helped

President Obama shore up his credentials as a tough counterterrorism president. Peter King, the Republican Chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee and a politician known for holding controversial hearings on Muslim radicalization in the United States that implicitly challenge the loyalty of American Muslims, declared the operation a “tremendous tribute” to the President. But the controversy over targeting Awlaki did not end with his death. Civil libertarians filed suit for damages on behalf of the families of Awlaki, his son, and Samir Khan.

Awlaki was the most prominent American acting on behalf of Al Qaeda abroad, but he is not the only one. Since September 11, a variety of other Americans have made their way into the ranks of Al Qaeda and its affiliates overseas, and the United States' political and legal systems have handled them quite differently. The result is a lack of consistency, perhaps inevitable, that leads to gaps in the overall counterterrorism effort.

The following is not an exhaustive account of every American suspect of terrorism whom the United States government has confronted abroad. But it includes the major cases in this particular field. We group them according to major areas of thematic common ground.

**Early Fighters**

John Walker Lindh was the first American to come to prominence as a jihadist abroad after operations in Afghanistan began. Lindh achieved notoriety in the scary days after 9/11, when U.S. forces captured him in Afghanistan along with Taliban forces. His capture sparked fears that the United States harbored a large fifth column of terrorist supporters in the country. Lindh’s case, in hindsight, turned out to be far less dramatic—and to herald little. After converting to Islam at 16, Lindh traveled to Yemen for further study in Islam. He then journeyed to Pakistan and, a few months before 9/11, went to Afghanistan to fight alongside the Taliban. He trained at an Al Qaeda camp and then went to the front lines. Unlike Awlaki, however, Lindh was never part of the leadership cadre of any enemy organization—more of a foot soldier with a glaring oddity. He briefly met Bin Ladin, and the Saudi Al Qaeda leader appears to have solicited him to conduct a terrorist operation that took advantage of his citizenship. Lindh claims to have declined the offer, however, and there appears to be little reason to disbelieve him. In 2002, Lindh pled guilty to “supplying services to the Taliban” and “carrying an explosive” while supplying these services and is now serving a 20-year prison sentence.41

---

Like many young people in the Saudi neighborhood where he grew up, Yaser Esam Hamdi made his way to Afghanistan to fight for the Taliban after 9/11. He was captured by the Northern Alliance, the coalition of anti-Taliban forces that eventually became the government of Afghanistan. Hamdi was so undifferentiated from other Taliban foot soldiers from Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf states that, at first, his American captors did not even realize his citizenship—and thus shipped him, along with other Taliban captives, to Guantánamo Bay. Only once they had him there did they realize he had been born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and had lived there until his family moved back to Saudi Arabia when he was three. When authorities learned of his citizenship they transferred Hamdi to a Navy brig in Virginia in 2002, and then in 2003 to another brig in South Carolina. Designated an “enemy combatant”—a member of forces opposing American forces in an armed conflict—and initially denied access to a lawyer, he was held by the military in non-criminal detention under the laws of war. He claimed, meanwhile, that he had no Al Qaeda links and, in fact, had tried to leave Afghanistan but was captured along the way. Hamdi became particularly famous after his case went before the Supreme Court, which ruled in 2004 that citizen detainees have a due process right to challenge their detentions—including the evidentiary bases of those detentions. Hamdi himself, however, never ended up doing that. His case, rather, resolved itself in a creative way, albeit one that is almost impossible to repeat. The government struck a deal with Hamdi in which he was flown to Saudi Arabia and released. He was required to renounce his U.S. citizenship and agreed not to leave the Kingdom for five years nor travel to the United States for ten. Hamdi was also barred from going to Afghanistan, Iraq, Israel, Pakistan, Syria, the Gaza Strip, and the West Bank. He must also “advise” the U.S. embassy in Saudi Arabia 30 days before he travels outside the Kingdom.

Ironically, Hamdi, the protection of whose civil liberties became a cause célèbre, ended up spending only three years locked up—fully 17 years shorter than Lindh’s sentence: though Lindh’s case was regarded by civil libertarians as the model of the right, law-enforcement-oriented way to proceed.


Higher-Level Figures

Another post-9/11 scare involved the so-called Lackawanna Six, a group of Yemeni Americans who attended an Al Qaeda training camp before the 9/11 attacks. The members of the group pled guilty to material support to a foreign terrorist organization, though they seem to have evinced little actual enthusiasm for Al Qaeda, much less for playing an actual operational role.44

However, two of the larger group ended up abroad. Jaber Elbaneh—the so-called “seventh member” of the group—showed significantly more enthusiasm than the others. While the other six came home and later pled guilty, Elbaneh never returned to New York. Instead he fled Afghanistan to Yemen where he became a sufficiently significant figure that the U.S. government offered a $5 million reward for information leading to his capture. The government there imprisoned him in 2004, but he escaped along with many other Al Qaeda figures in 2006. He later was recaptured and returned to prison, but Yemen has no extradition treaty with the United States so there he remains.45 Elbaneh’s citizenship status is a bit murky on the public record. The FBI refers to him as a Yemeni national, whereas the Washington Post describes him as “a U.S.-Yemeni citizen.” Elbaneh has clearly benefited from a certain degree of political protection in Yemen.

Similarly, Kamal Derwish, the Yemeni American whose speeches and sermons had pushed the Lackawanna group to travel to Afghanistan, also fled to Yemen and became more deeply involved in Al Qaeda activity. One member of the Lackawanna group called Derwish a “music man of religion,”47 and another Lackawanna resident confirmed that “When he spoke, people listened. He was a very charismatic person. He talked quite a bit about it, you know, the situation in Chechnya, the situation in

44 For a good account of the case in general, see Dina Temple-Raston, The Jihad Next Door: The Lackawanna Six and Rough Justice in an Age of Terror, (Public Affairs, 2007).
Bosnia, the situation in Palestine.”48 Like Al Alwaki’s son, he was killed in a drone strike of which he does not appear to have been the target. The November 5, 2002, Predator strike was more likely aimed at Abu Ali al-Harithi, an operative suspected of involvement in the bombing of the U.S.S. Cole. Derwish was among a group of people in the vehicle along with the target.49

The only American to play in Awlaki’s league in terms of prominence—though not in terms of dangerousness—is Adam Gadahn. Born Adam Pearlman, Gadahn converted to Islam at age 17. He left his California birthplace and moved to Pakistan in 1998, where he joined the jihadist movement and worked closely with Abu Zubaydah, a leading jihadist facilitator now at Guantánamo Bay.50 In 2001, became head of As-Sahab (“The Clouds”), Al Qaeda’s media division that produced numerous videos after the 9/11 attacks. As-Sahab issued slick videos with small professional touches (just as CNN has a CNN logo on its coffee mugs, so too does As-Sahab). Gadahn first appeared in October 2004, referring to himself as “Azzam al-Amriki” or “Azzam the American.”

In response to Gadahn’s propaganda activities on behalf of the enemy, the United States charged him with treason—the first American so charged in over fifty years.51 Gadahn also appears to have been a significant adviser to Osama bin Laden on media matters in Bin Ladin’s later years. Gadahn, like Awlaki, can tailor his remarks to an American and western audience, though in most of his recent remarks he has focused on Arabic-speaking audiences. In addition, he offers a sophisticated understanding of the U.S. media scene. In January 2011, for example, Gadahn discussed how to exploit media coverage for the tenth anniversary of 9/11. He went over how different U.S. media outlets treated Al Qaeda, praising CNN for its use of original As-Sahab videos and lamenting the firing of Keith Olberman at MSNBC. (Fox, he noted, “falls into the abyss” and “lacks neutrality too.”)52 Unlike Awlaki, however, there is no evidence that Gadahn has been put on a kill
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list. Despite the dramatic charges against him, the United States does not appear to have made Gadahn a counterterrorism priority—probably because his activities do not seem to involve operational direction of attacks.

The other American who rose to prominence was the previously-mentioned Samir Khan, who—like Awlaki—ended up working for AQAP in Yemen. Khan grew up first in Queens, New York, and then in North Carolina. United States law enforcement officers first noticed him because he ran the pro-Al Qaeda website, “Inshallah Shaheed,” out of his parents’ basement. The site praised Bin Laden and offered links to anti-U.S. jihadi videos. Khan’s propaganda activities were protected by the First Amendment to the extent he conducted them independently of any foreign terrorist group, but he decamped to Yemen as FBI investigations of his links to terrorism grew.53

In Yemen, Khan edited *Inspire*, Al Qaeda’s English-language journal.54 Like Awlaki’s sermons and messages, *Inspire* mixed Islamic proselytizing and operational advice with humor, again showing how Al Qaeda varied its messaging to reach young men in the United States and Europe. Articles ranged from railing against the West’s supposed war on Islam, to calls to join the holy struggle, to advice on how to build a bomb from ingredients in your mother’s kitchen. Perhaps inevitably, there was also a feature on Congressman Anthony Weiner’s emailing of pictures of himself in his underwear to his would-be paramours. Writing in *Inspire*, Khan authored an article called “I Am Proud to Be a Traitor to America.” In it, he declared that while in America, he had to respect the laws that stopped him from inciting violence; but, “at the same time, I knew the real truth wouldn’t be able to reach the masses unless and until I was above the law.”55

The FBI had investigated Khan while he was in the United States, but decided it did not have enough evidence to seek an indictment.56 That may have changed had Khan not been killed in the strike that also killed Awlaki, but as a practical matter, the U.S. took
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little intentional action against Khan. In addition to not being as prominent as Awlaki, Khan was not an operator and some of his activity could, perhaps, have been defended with a broad reading of the First Amendment—though his behavior, as reported at least, could likely have supported an indictment for material support for terrorism. That indictment, however, never materialized. Khan was not the target of the strike that killed him; his death was treated as collateral damage in the Awlaki strike. In fact, and somewhat incredibly, the State Department placed an official condolence call to his family, treating his death like that of any other American citizen killed abroad.57

The operational American terrorist who most closely rivals Awlaki in terms of his dangerousness is Ahmed Omar Abu Ali, who was born in Texas and grew up in Falls Church, Virginia. Abu Ali comes in a very distant second to Awlaki, but like Elbanth and Derwish, he was clearly not—as were Lindh and Hamdi—just a foot soldier. And he was clearly operational, unlike Khan and Gadahn. After graduating from the Saudi Islamic Academy in Virginia and doing a semester at the University of Maryland, Abu Ali took off for Saudi Arabia, where he enrolled at the Islamic University in Medina. There, in November 2002, he became involved with an Al Qaeda cell and began plotting an attack inside the United States. Some of the cell's plans were quite ambitious—including the assassination of then-President George W. Bush. The cell, meanwhile, was actively involved in attacks within the Kingdom. Abu Ali stayed in safe houses, received training in weapons, explosives, and forgery, and also did guard duty at the safe houses.

Saudi authorities arrested Abu Ali in June 2003 and held him for a year and half in the Kingdom before transferring him for trial in the United States. Indicted on a variety of conspiracy charges, including a conspiracy to assassinate the President, he was convicted in November 2005 and sentenced to life in prison.58 Unlike Awlaki, Abu Ali was not an operational leader. He was, however, a particularly ambitious—and apparently capable—young man, who wished to take advantage of his access to the United States to inflict maximum impact and damage.

Later Convert Cases

Several American converts to Islam—in addition to Gadahn and Lindh—have traveled abroad for jihad. Bryant Neal Vinas, whose parents immigrated from South America, converted to Islam in 2004, two years after leaving the Army. Vinas was “self-radicalized” by looking at extremist websites and listening to lectures by Awlaki. He traveled to Pakistan in 2007, where he joined the fight against U.S. forces and even fired rockets at a U.S. base in Afghanistan in 2008. Drawing on his knowledge of the United States, he gave information on the Long Island Railroad to Al Qaeda to plot an attack.59 In the proceedings of his guilty plea, Vinas admitted, “I consulted with a senior al-Qaeda leader and provided detailed information about the operation of the Long Island Rail Road system which I knew because I had ridden the railroad on many occasions.” He also drew maps and explained the train routes to Al Qaeda leaders.60

Pakistani authorities captured Vinas in 2008, with information given to them by the United States, and he would later cooperate with U.S. investigators, to whom he was turned over—giving information to U.S. and investigators from numerous other countries that drew on the Al Qaeda figures he met at various camps in the Afghanistan-Pakistan region.61 He pled guilty to conspiracy to commit murder, providing material support to a terrorist organization, and taking military-style training from Al Qaeda.62 No doubt because of his cooperation with investigators and willingness to testify in the trial of Adis Medunjanin, an alleged accomplice in the unsuccessful 2009 NYC subway plot, however, he has not yet been sentenced.63

Daniel Maldanado, another convert to Islam, grew up in New England but moved to Cairo in 2005. From there, he chatted on the internet with another American convert to Islam, Omar Hammami, and the two discussed moving to Somalia, which Maldanado did in November 2006, to work with the Islamic Courts Union—the predecessor group to the Shabaab. There he learned how to make improvised explosive devises (IEDs). After Ethiopia invaded Somalia in 2006, Maldanado fled to Kenya, where he was arrested and then returned to the United States. In 2007, he pled guilty to working with the Islamic Courts Union and was sentenced to ten years in prison.64

Hammami, for his part, also went to fight with the Shabaab in 2006. Hammami had been President of the Muslim Students’ Association at the University of Alabama and had vehemently criticized the 9/11 attacks.65 While there he became one of the faces of Shabaab propaganda, using the nom de guerre "Abu Mansour al Amriki." He was chosen to issue a response to President Obama’s 2009 speech in Cairo, meant to be an overture to the Muslim world. Hammami replied by criticizing Obama as false, praising the 9/11 attacks and highlighting the Shabaab’s relationship with Bin Ladin.

In 2012 Hammami broke with the Shabaab over its generally local focus and complaints that the more senior figures were corrupt, with tweets that blasted the organization for “persecuting, imprisoning, and killing foreign fighters; executing civilians; hoarding the spoils of war; unfairly taxing civilians; allowing prostitution and drugs in some areas under Shabaab control; and other crimes.”66 Hammami has the distinction of live-tweeting what he called a Shabaab assassination attempt.67 Despite these problems, he remains committed to the cause, telling a journalist via Twitter, “I believe in attacking u.s. Interests everywhere.”68 In 2007, the United States indicted him on terrorism charges, and in 2009 this indictment was superseded by another, also related to terrorism, that charged
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Hammami with leaving the United States to join a terrorist organization. He has not been captured, but the United States has put out a $5 million reward and in 2012 added him to the FBI’s “Most Wanted” list.

Finally, the government recently brought charges against a convert from Phoenix Arizona: an Army veteran named Eric Harroun. Harroun, it alleges, traveled to Syria to fight the Bashar al-Assad regime. There he ended up fighting alongside the Al Qaeda-linked Al Nusrah Front. Harroun talked to Fox News and to Foreign Policy magazine about his exploits in Syria. And, the government alleges, he voluntarily talked to the FBI at the U.S. Consulate in Istanbul, where he confessed to fighting with Al Nusrah. He has been charged with conspiring to use a weapon of mass destruction outside of the United States. Geremy C. Kamens, Harroun’s lawyer, has pointed out that the cause Harroun embraced—trying to overthrow the Asad regime is one the United States also endorses.

**Other Cases**

A number of Somali-Americans have ended up attracted to the Shabaab. Shirwa Ahmed, a naturalized American citizen of Somali origin, has the dubious honor of being the first American suicide bomber. In 2008, he blew himself up in a car loaded with explosives on behalf of the Shabaab in Somalia.

Somalia has also attracted American converts like Zachary Adam Chesser (known as Abu Talha al-Amriki), who was convicted of providing material support to the Shabaab in 2011.
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All in all, more than two dozen Somali-Americans are believed to have gone to fight for the Shabaab. Most appear to be fighters on behalf of the Shabaab, confining their activities to operations within Somalia itself rather than engaging in international terrorism.

The Somalia conflict has also attracted non-Somalis. Sharif Mobley grew up in New Jersey and worked at three nuclear power plants there. In 2008, he traveled to Yemen, where he came into contact with Awlaki. Yemeni authorities arrested him in 2010 and, after being taken to a hospital, he grabbed a soldier’s gun and tried to shoot his way out. In October 2010, Yemen charged him with the murder of a soldier.75

In December 2009, Pakistani police—acting after an assistance request from the FBI—arrested five American Muslims from the DC suburb of Alexandria, who had traveled to Pakistan looking for training for jihad. Fearing for their sons, the families of the five men met with officials from the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), which put the families in touch with the FBI. A Pakistani court blocked the men’s extradition and tried them in Pakistan, where they were sentenced to 10 years in prison.76 Defense attorneys for the men claim that their Pakistani jailors tortured them and one of the Americans said they were beaten, deprived of sleep, food and water, and threatened with electrocution.77 A lawyer for the families in America, Nina Ginsberg, stated, she was “very disturbed by the lack of involvement by the U.S. government to protect the rights” of these defendants.78

In his May 22 letter declassifying details of the Awlaki case, Holder also mentioned another American—in addition to Awlaki’s son and Samir Khan—who had been killed collaterally in a drone strike: Jude Kenan Mohammad. Mohammad had apparently made contact with the Virginia five in Pakistan, and Holder didn’t say anything about him—other than that he had been killed in “U.S. counterterrorism operations.” He was apparently a 23-year-old from Raleigh, North Carolina, who had come under the influence

of an older, radical named Daniel Patrick Boyd. On Boyd’s instructions, he had gone to Pakistan to join militants in the tribal areas and was killed in a November 2011 strike. His wife in Pakistan alerted his mother to his death, and rumors of his death circulated through the Muslim community in North Carolina.79

Finally, there are at least two well-known cases—and there are probably more unknown cases—of Americans who ended up detained in Iraq for activities related to the insurgency there. Shawqi Omar, a Jordanian-American, went to Iraq in 2002. In 2004, U.S. forces raided his house in Baghdad and detained him on suspicion that he had been working with Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, Jordanian-born founder of Al Qaeda in Iraq. The raid bagged several fighters, explosives, and other weapons—and the captured insurgents offered information implicating Omar. He received a hearing under the Geneva Convention and was determined to be a “security internee” lawfully held by U.S. forces acting as part of a multinational coalition—pending transfer to the Iraqi government for trial.

Similarly, Mohammad Munaf, an Iraqi-American dual national, traveled to Iraq as a translator for a group of Romanian journalists. The journalists, however, were quickly kidnapped, and upon freeing them, the members of the multinational force detained Munaf on the theory that he had played a role in the kidnapping. Like Omar, Munaf had a hearing under the laws of war and was determined to be a “security internee.” He was later convicted in an Iraqi court, but that conviction was thrown out on appeal, and he remained in U.S.—or multinational—custody while his case was reinvestigated. Both Munaf and Omar ended up filing habeas corpus petitions, and their consolidated cases made their way to the Supreme Court in 2008. Both men sought both release and an injunction preventing their transfers to Iraqi custody. The Supreme Court unanimously rejected the request.80 A number of American citizens have filed suit claiming to have been detained and interrogated for alleged insurgent ties while serving the military or its contractors in Iraq. So far, the courts have batted back these cases, but they do suggest that the number of Americans detained in Iraq is probably significantly larger than the number of cases publicly reported.81

Strategies for Handling American Terrorist Suspects Abroad

As the preceding survey suggests, the United States has followed several distinct approaches in confronting the threat of Americans fighting jihad against the United States from abroad: in rare instances, it has killed them; it has worked with foreign governments to arrest, detain, and prosecute them; it has detained them using U.S. military authorities; it has prosecuted them at home; and it has sometimes simply tolerated their activities—either consciously or out of a failure to capture them. At times, the United States employs a mix of these approaches, which we consider in turn.

Targeting With Lethal Force

The deliberate targeting of an American is a strategy the United States has employed only once. It is important in conceptual terms, as it represents such a dramatic exercise of government power with respect to the individual. But it is important to remember that it is not—and has never been—a common strategy.

The process for deciding whether to kill even a foreign suspected terrorist was long and convoluted in the Clinton administration—and ultimately contributed to the failure to take Osama bin Ladin out before September 11. Today, however, the Obama administration kills suspected terrorists on a regular basis, conducting over 100 attacks in 2010 and 70 in 2011 (the number grew again to over 100 in 2012, though more than half of these were in Yemen). If the suspect is a foreigner, the intelligence community and the military are both authorized, under somewhat different rules, to take the shot—though both are generally required to observe international law requirements designed to minimize collateral civilian casualties. President Obama’s May 2013 speech suggested that

83 Indeed, the administration has defended the use of drones in part on the basis that their use is consistent with traditional law of war principles. See, for example, John O. Brennan, “The Ethics and Efficacy of the President’s Counterterrorism Strategy,” speech, Washington DC, April 30, 2012, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, http://www.wilsoncenter.org/event/the-efficacy-and-ethics-us-counterterrorism-strategy.
the criteria for drone strikes in general is narrowing sharply, particularly outside of the hot battlefields of the Afghanistan combat theater. So the line between the rules for Americans and the rules for everyone else may be narrowing too. But at least to date, Americans have presented a special case—and the normal rules have clearly not applied. The administration has adopted heightened legal standards. Only five American citizens are known to have been killed in drone strikes or special forces operations, and only one of those—Awlaki—is known to have been the specific target, as opposed to a collateral kill.

Still, the Obama administration has specifically reserved the authority to conduct lethal operations against American citizens, and it has specifically eschewed the necessity of judicial process before doing so. Obama put it bluntly: “[W]hen a U.S. citizen goes abroad to wage war against America—and is actively plotting to kill U.S. citizens; and when neither the United States, nor our partners are in a position to capture him before he carries out a plot—his citizenship should no more serve as a shield than a sniper shooting down on an innocent crowd should be protected from a swat team.”

Because it has only been done once, it is hard to write categorically about the rules for killing an American overseas. The Awlaki killing clearly involved a great deal of review at all levels of the U.S. government. A great many analysts scrubbed the intelligence, and the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel wrote an opinion on the legality of the strike before it took place. Reports have varied as to how personally involved President Obama is in reviewing the intelligence and authorizing specific strikes. But there’s little ambiguity in Awlaki’s case, where the President not only knew about it, he followed the intelligence personally. Obama not only approved the strike, but actively pushed for it.

At the same time, no judge signed off on the strike, and while the congressional intelligence committees were presumably kept abreast, legal oversight of the killing was limited to the executive branch.

In his National Defense University speech, Obama seemed to flirt with the idea of imposing judicial review on future such strikes, saying that he had “asked my Administration to review proposals to extend oversight of lethal actions outside of warzones that go beyond our reporting to Congress.” But his embrace was less than fulsome. While “[e]ach option
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has virtues in theory,” he said, there are “difficulties in practice. For example, the establishment of a special court to evaluate and authorize lethal action has the benefit of bringing a third branch of government into the process, but raises serious constitutional issues about presidential and judicial authority.” He worried that establishing an independent oversight board within the executive branch would “introduce a layer of bureaucracy into national-security decision-making, without inspiring additional public confidence in the process.” He promised nothing more than to “actively engag[e] Congress to explore these—and other—options for increased oversight.”

In other administration statements, officials have emphasized that targeting is an executive function. Attorney General Eric Holder has specifically and publicly rejected the notion that an executive-only process is inadequate to protect the due process rights of a targeted American citizen:

Some have argued that the President is required to get permission from a federal court before taking action against a United States citizen who is a senior operational leader of al Qaeda or associated forces. This is simply not accurate. “Due process” and “judicial process” are not one and the same, particularly when it comes to national security. The Constitution guarantees due process, not judicial process.

And due process, in Holder’s words, is satisfied in “an operation using lethal force in a foreign country, targeted against a U.S. citizen who is a senior operational leader of al Qaeda or associated forces, and who is actively engaged in planning to kill Americans at least in the following circumstances”: “First, the U.S. government has determined, after a thorough and careful review, that the individual poses an imminent threat of violent attack against the United States; second, capture is not feasible; and third, the operation would be conducted in a manner consistent with applicable law of war principles.”

Note a few features of Holder’s formulation: First, this is only the standard where the putative target is someone like Awlaki—a senior operational leader actively engaged in
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plans to kill Americans. The implication is that the United States would have some higher threshold for specifically targeting lower-level citizens, or would refrain from doing it at all. Second, Holder has only insisted on the constitutional permissibility of a strike in situations in which capture is not feasible. This legal limitation that does not apply in cases involving non-citizens, though recent administration statements suggest that the administration is now applying it as a policy matter outside of “areas of active hostilities.”

Third, Holder also limits the legal strike in the case of the citizen to situations involving an “imminent” threat of violence. The definition of imminence he uses does not quite comport with the common use of the term, which would restrict the targeting of citizens to situations where the threat could become a reality at any moment. However, using the language of imminence does limit the authority considerably, requiring intelligence suggesting active, ongoing continuous plotting that left uninterrupted would result in disaster, not mere senior membership or, importantly, propaganda activity. Finally, Holder’s careful inclusion of the words “at least” leaves the administration some wiggle room. Specifically, it leaves open the possibility that the government would regard as lawful the targeting of a wider class of Americans, and completely different rules in the context of battlefield targeting. That said, the administration has not yet asserted that right to date.

Ironically, although targeting citizens with lethal force raises significant legal issues and liberal voices have been highly critical of the perceived lack of due process in the Awlaki strike, in general, such operations are highly popular. In one recent Huffington Post/YouGov poll, respondents favored drone strikes as a tool by a wide margin, whether
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citizens were the targets or not. Moreover, the political benefits to Obama or to another president do not come simply in the form of additional votes but, rather, in inoculation against the charge that they are soft on terrorism. The Awlaki strike, for example, led conservative Republican Rick Perry, governor of Texas and then a presidential candidate, to praise the president. And Obama’s eventual rival for the presidency, Governor Mitt Romney felt compelled to say, “I commend the President.”

The major advantage to killing suspected terrorists—to put the matter bloodlessly—is that it removes important, skilled operators from the ranks of the enemy when their capture may not be an option, and it does so without significant litigation risk. Just as important, the threat of force compels those on the run to play defense. Drone strikes rely on spies, on intercepted phone calls, and on other forms of intelligence to pinpoint their targets. To reduce exposure to drones, terrorists must trust fewer people, talk on the phone or use the internet less, and otherwise minimize their contact and communications. In so doing, however, they become less effective as terrorists. An Awlaki who cannot use a computer or phone cannot inspire others to join the jihad or instruct recruits on the best targets to strike.

Such strikes also free the United States from complete dependence on allies. Awlaki did not have the support of the Yemeni government when he hid there, but Sana’a certainly had little power to force his tribe to surrender him. If the United States had sought to have him arrested, the Yemeni government would probably not have even bothered to try; and if it did try, it probably would have failed. In any event, Yemen lacks an extradition treaty with the United States, and its record of holding high-value detainees in its own prisons is poor.

But killing terrorist suspects has substantial downsides too—ones that policymakers should not overlook. The most important is the possibility of error. Like any use of force, drones can miss their targets or, more importantly, hit the wrong target. On January 23, 2009, the Obama administration launched its second strike on its third day in office. The
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strike hit the wrong house in Pakistan, killing a pro-government tribal leader and two children.\textsuperscript{93} Obama's first known authorization of a missile strike in Yemen on December 17, 2009, killed more than 40 Bedouins, including 14 women and 21 children, in the village of Majala in Abyan. In May 2010, a strike reportedly killed a tribal leader, sparking widespread anger at the United States and the Yemeni government.\textsuperscript{94} Such tragedies can happen any time one deploys lethal force, and they give targeting a particularly heavy load of baggage to carry. Unlike an indictment, a Hellfire missile cannot be dropped, once launched. For drone strikes to succeed, military and covert forces need excellent intelligence, and excellent intelligence is not always available—even when it seems to be.

Drone strikes can actually hinder intelligence gathering. Detention of any sort is far better for intelligence purposes—as it allows one to search, interrogate, and otherwise learn from a suspect what he has to tell about terrorist groups. Dead men, of course, tell no tales. And, just as importantly, incinerated sites tell many fewer tales than intact ones. Sites of captures can be intelligence gold mines—as was the Bin Ladin compound, for example. Blowing up such sites comes with huge costs.

Moreover, targeting a suspect with lethal force obviously precludes the many salutary benefits of prosecuting suspects—particularly, the public pronouncement a successful prosecution yields that the evidence in fact justifies the government's actions. The legitimacy this process yields for subsequent coercive action—long-term imprisonment, even death—does not materialize when the government neutralizes a suspect based on information that never becomes public and based on processes invisible to outside eyes.

Other common critiques of the drone program, in general, are that it angers allied governments, alienates allied populations, and discredits allied governments with their own publics. According to a Pew poll, more than 90 percent of Pakistanis believe the drone strikes "kill too many innocent people," and more than 70 percent do not believe they are
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necessary.95 And while public attitudes overseas towards drone strikes are not simple,96 drones do appear to offend a great many people. If you kill Bin Laden, particularly in a dramatic way that does not discredit his cause, critics contend, one thousand bin Ladens rise to take his place. Hyperbole aside, this logic has at least some backing. Some experts contend that drones make the problem worse, particularly when they accidentally kill civilians. For example, counterinsurgency experts David Kilcullen and Andrew Exum argue that “every one of these dead non-combatants represents an alienated family, a new desire for revenge, and more recruits for a militant movement that has grown exponentially even as drone strikes have increased.”97 This is, of course, no more true for citizens than for non-citizens. It is a larger feature of the use of lethal force as a strategy in counterterrorism operations. But the Awlaki case may be a good example of it. Awlaki belonged to a powerful southern Yemeni tribe, the Awlak. A Yemeni journalist claims similar strikes in Yemen “have recruited thousands,” as those killed are “sons of the tribesmen, and the tribesmen never, ever give up on revenge.”98 Al Qaeda gains support by claiming to be an instrument of revenge. Reportedly, many Awlak tribesmen have joined up. “The Americans are targeting the sons of the Awlak,” said one Yemeni who claims to have lost a relative unaffiliated with Al Qaeda in a strike that killed Fahd al-Quso, a senior Al Qaeda operative. “I would fight even the devil to exact revenge for my nephew.”99

It is particularly easy to overstate these more general concerns about drone strikes with respect to strikes on U.S. citizens. Drone strikes may be unpopular, but so too is U.S. counterterrorism policy in general. And the overwhelming majority—all but a tiny number—of the strikes that gain the antipathy of local populations are aimed at non-U.S. nationals. What’s more, U.S. popularity in Pakistan was abysmal even before the drone

campaign there took off, and while it has fallen slightly since, the difference is marginal. Moreover, the death of Awlaki in particular does not seem to have generated a recruiting surge. “Most Yemenis don’t even know who Anwar Awlaki is. I think that speaks for itself,” said opposition party leader Hasan Zaid in Yemen.100 Moreover, while the Awlaki strike included some collateral damage, it was clearly not in error.

For now, at least, the legal authority to use lethal force seems relatively secure, at least for those threats linked solidly to Al Qaeda, the Taliban, or groups the government can reasonably construe as “associated forces.” One danger of relying on lethal force operations is that, as the enemy shifts in character, the legal authority to conduct such operations—at least absent congressional action to modernize the post-9/11 Authorization for the Use of Military Force (AUMF)—will atrophy, as the AUMF, which is tied closely to the 9/11 attacks, describes ever-less-accurately the groups American forces feel the need to target.101 This is not a problem limited to citizens. Rather, it is a general problem of a growing mismatch between the legal instruments that authorize the conflict and the nature of the conflict itself. In his speech at the National Defense University, President Obama actively embraced this problem, suggesting that the AUMF conflict should come to an end and that he would not support legislative renewal of it.

Moreover, while killing terrorists reduces American reliance on the often-unreliable law enforcement apparatuses of foreign allies, it does not entirely eliminate the problem of working with allies. Yemen and Pakistan have both cooperated quietly with the United States on killing operations at times, but both are—to put it charitably—flawed partners. Both have provided vital cooperation with U.S. intelligence, enabling important counterterrorism successes like the capture of 9/11 mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammad and the killing of many senior Al Qaeda figures in tribal parts of Pakistan. However, both have also aided an array of jihadist groups and at times turned a blind eye to Al Qaeda activities, enabling the Al Qaeda core to use Pakistan as its main haven and AQAP to emerge as Al Qaeda’s most important affiliate.

And while killing Americans, at least in small numbers, seems to have been good politics—that won’t last if things go wrong, of course. Should a strike on an American go badly awry, perhaps killing other innocent Americans or somehow displaying a mix of incompetence and blood thirst, the political fallout could be considerable.

**Criminal Prosecution**

Criminal prosecution is, by far, the best option for neutralizing terrorist suspects when it is available. The Obama administration, in fact, takes the position that it is the only means by which it will process those terrorist suspects it manages to capture. As White House terrorism adviser John Brennan put it in a speech at the Harvard Law School, “when it comes to U.S. citizens involved in terrorist-related activity, whether they are captured overseas or at home, we will prosecute them in our criminal justice system.” In terms of sheer numbers, as our earlier survey shows, criminal prosecution has been the workhorse instrument for handling U.S. citizens who have joined overseas jihadist groups.

The reason is pretty simple: the advantages to domestic criminal prosecution as a counter-terrorism instrument are considerable—and gravely underestimated by those who insist on giving primacy in counterterrorism to military detention and trial. In general, prosecuting terrorists garners more legitimacy—both overseas and domestically—than the use of other counterterrorism instruments, particularly for long-term detention or incapacitation. This approach raises the fewest civil liberties concerns and is therefore strongly endorsed by human rights groups. And it raises the fewest concerns among allied governments as well. The criminal law is a stable system, one whose rules have not changed dramatically over the past decade. A terrorist who is convicted and locked up pursuant to a prison sentence is very likely to remain in prison for the duration of that sentence; whereas terrorists held by allied governments might be released by those governments. In addition, the U.S. military has faced great political and legal pressures to free detainees held for long periods in U.S. military custody. The criminal justice system, like a Hellfire missile launched from a drone, thus has great capacity for neutralizing terrorists; but unlike drone strikes, it neutralizes them in ways that generate maximal societal acceptance.

The legitimacy of criminal convictions is rooted in the care, the adversarial process, and the multiple layers of independent review our criminal process involves. Using the courts, with the constitutional protections and due process they promise the accused, is much more likely, though by no means certain, than any other means of neutralizing terrorist suspects to avoid mistakes—at least to avoid those mistakes injurious to the accused.

As with detention under the laws of war and targeting with lethal force, criminal prosecution takes the suspected terrorist off the streets and can often—though not always—facilitate interrogation for intelligence purposes, as some of the cases described above illustrate. Critics of the use of the criminal justice system for counterterrorism cases often worry that it impairs intelligence gathering, particularly when suspects shut down and stop speaking after being read their Miranda rights or are otherwise informed of their rights to counsel and to avoid self-incrimination. The reality is far more complicated. While there are times when criminal proceedings encourage silence, they can also produce—through the plea bargaining process—highly cooperative arrangements between suspects and authorities. As former Assistant Attorney General David Kris explained in a speech at the Brookings Institution in 2010, “The criminal justice system has worked as what the Intelligence Community would call a Humint collection platform. The fact is that when the government has a strong prosecution case, the defendant knows he will spend a long time in prison, and this creates powerful incentives for him to cooperate with us,” Kris said. In Kris’s account, cooperating criminal justice suspects have provided intelligence on Al Qaeda phone numbers and email addresses, recruiting techniques, finances, and tradecraft. They have revealed the locations of terrorist training camps and safe houses, as well as the locations of senior Al Qaeda leaders. And they have compromised communications methods and security protocols. They have named operatives involved in past attacks—and planned future ones—and they have given up plots.103

Kris’s implicit point, that the criminal justice system has unique and powerful coercive capacities with intelligence implications, is an important one that is often overlooked both by civil libertarians and by enthusiasts of military authorities—both of whom tend to see it as a system built around fairness to the accused and lacking in the coercive dimensions of military and intelligence detention. To be sure, the justice system does

not permit waterboarding (though neither does the CIA any more), and it does require the involvement of lawyers and all sorts of other protections for the accused. But it also permits forms of coercion that the military system precludes. Military interrogators, for example, are not allowed to threaten detainees.\footnote{See Department of the Army, Army Field Manual 2 22.3, Human Intelligence Collector Operations, September 6, 2006.} FBI agents routinely threaten suspects with long-term prison sentences, and can sometimes even hold over their heads the possibility of indicting family members; as Kris points out, these can be powerful levers to induce cooperation.\footnote{See, for example, the pressure prosecutors were able to put on Najibullah Zazi by filing charges against his father—and making clear that they were prepared to prosecute his mother as well. See A.G. Sulzberger and William K. Rashbaum, "Guilty Plea Made in Plot to Bomb New York Subway," \textit{New York Times}, February 22, 2010, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/23/nyregion/23terro.html?_r=0.}

Criminal prosecution, however, does have certain downsides and constraints. At the most obvious level, to be useful in neutralizing a terrorist in practice, it requires that American forces have custody of the suspect. It would have been better to capture and interrogate Awlaki than to have killed him and let him take his secrets to his grave, but one has to catch a suspect if one wants to bring him before a judge and jury. When the terrorist is hiding out in a U.S. or allied country’s city with competent security forces nearby, he can usually be arrested quickly once discovered. When the terrorist hides out in the wilds of Yemen or Pakistan, however, capture becomes far more difficult—and dangerous. In such cases, simply finding the suspect is hard, and even if discovered, it may take precious hours or far more for security forces to arrive and arrest him. To have grabbed Awlaki, under the most ambitious circumstances, a capture operation would have required a special operations force to insert a team to grab him once his location was found. Awlaki and other wanted terrorists have bodyguards and friendly tribal support, and an American strike team would have encountered resistance. Soldiers might die or be captured, giving the terrorists a symbolic win and hostages for future use. As a result, the United States often tries to go in “big” with larger strike teams and plenty of rescue craft nearby in case things go wrong. This, in turn, takes even more time to put together and makes the affront to local sovereignty all the greater. Moreover, some countries might consent to a drone strike but not to a ground operation.

The point is that any operation to capture Awlaki involves far greater risk to U.S. personnel than does a drone strike. One of the values of military instruments is that they permit
the projection of force into areas beyond those to which American jurisdiction normally runs. To gain custody of a suspect abroad, where the United States cannot rely on foreign law enforcement partners, it has to depend on military or covert intelligence operations.

The disadvantages of prosecution tend to mirror its advantages. The very high standards that lend legitimacy to formal prosecutions also make the criminal system uniquely demanding. It is not enough in court for the executive branch to know that it has got the right guy. It has to have sufficient evidence to prove in court to a unanimous jury every element of a criminal offense beyond a reasonable doubt, and it has to have that evidence in a form that a court will find admissible. The government cannot always meet these conditions—even when government officials know to a moral certainty that a given suspect is dangerous. Just as the less rigorous procedures associated with military detention and targeting make it more likely that an innocent person will be wrongly held or killed, prosecution’s more demanding approach increases the chance that a terrorist will go free.

Particularly difficult is ensuring the proper chain of evidence and treatment of suspects when an individual is caught with the assistance of a foreign intelligence service. The courts want to be sure that evidence was not tampered with and that suspects were not tortured—concerns that, given the track records of countries like Pakistan and Yemen, are certainly well-founded. So when an individual is caught along with important evidence—say, a laptop with emails revealing plans of a terrorist attack—U.S. law enforcement officials feel strong pressures to monitor and keep some control over the handling of evidence. Allies may balk at this presence or they may have captured the individual for reasons of their own and thus not even tried to follow procedures that would make their evidence useful in a U.S. court. Moreover, historically, it has often been the case that the CIA has worked with allied intelligence services overseas. Because the CIA’s focus was on gathering intelligence, not on prosecution, it often took little care to ensure that material that made its way to U.S. hands could be used as evidence, that chains of custody were preserved, and that evidence was properly monitored at all times, making prosecution far harder. As intelligence-law enforcement cooperation have improved, this problem has been considerably alleviated, but it remains an issue.
Similarly, U.S. intelligence officials regularly repeat fears that sensitive intelligence sources and methods—say, the name of a highly-placed spy or a hitherto-unknown collection capability—could be revealed as part of the discovery process in a courtroom. These concerns are at least somewhat overblown, in the sense that the criminal justice system has developed elaborate procedures—through the Classified Information Procedures Act and a great deal of case law—to protect against the inadvertent release of classified material and the protection of government security interests in criminal prosecutions. That said, there are times when the government faces choices: is it more important to keep a given piece of material secret or is it more important to secure the conviction it might help win? Such tradeoffs are inevitable in the justice system, at least to some degree, because the justice system’s legitimacy has its roots in public accountability—while the intelligence community’s bread and butter lies in secrecy. There is, to make this point especially vivid, no way the United States could have neutralized Awlaki with a federal court prosecution without releasing far more evidence about his conduct than it did before deciding to target him.

The U.S. legal system also can be highly resource intensive. Some prosecutions, particularly those involving plea bargains and minor charges related to terrorism-like material support, resolve themselves quickly. Others drag on for years—including sometimes years of appeals.

The justice system also inherently involves a certain degree of litigation risk. That is, putting someone on trial always incurs some risk of acquittal—as was vividly on display in the case of Ahmed Ghailani, a non-citizen acquitted of 284 of 285 counts in connection with the East African embassy bombing (Ghailani was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole in connection with the one charge, conspiracy, on which the jury convicted him). This risk has not materialized in any of the high-profile cases of U.S. citizens accused of jihadist activity abroad. But it is an omnipresent theoretical possibility. In some ways, the more significant risk is that of a short sentence. While many convicted terrorists are sentenced to very lengthy terms, others plead guilty to, or are convicted, of more minor charges, some of which are not directly related to terrorism, such as credit card fraud. The result is that not all suspects are taken off the streets forever, and one has to worry about a terrorist’s second act. For

---

example, John Walker Lindh will go free while still a relatively young man, having pled guilty and accepted a 20 year sentence that is, by now, mostly served. Again, in practical terms, this risk has not been particularly onerous; sentences have tended to be quite long, including for relatively low-grade actors.

In some respects, the justice system’s biggest weakness is political. Prosecutions at home are often derided as weak, juxtaposed with the supposedly more muscular military options. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY), for example, complained that the Obama administration’s decision to try Ahmed Abdulkadir Warsame, a Somali captured overseas and believed to coordinate Shabaab operations with Al Qaeda, in the criminal justice system as opposed to a military tribunal “is harming the national security of the United States of America.” He complained that the administration’s actions were “inexplicable, create unnecessary risks here at home, and do nothing to increase the security of the United States.” The political pressure not to use the criminal justice system has been intense at times, though generally not with respect to citizen terror suspects captured abroad. That would presumably change fast if someone who had been acquitted or received a light sentence then committed a second terrorism offense. This prospect is terrifying for officials, as it opens them up to charges that their softness led to the deaths of innocents. This political weakness of the justice system is somewhat ironic, however, since the criminal justice system tends to mete out much longer, more determinate periods of incarceration than does military detention or military commission trials. But politically, it is a factor nonetheless.

**Military Detention By U.S. Forces**

At least in theory, Americans who are caught overseas may be detained in military custody. The authority, however, is at this stage more notional than practical, and the fact that the United States has chosen not to test it in recent years—either in the later years of the Bush administration or under the Obama administration—suggests the many problems inherent in using this approach for U.S. citizens. Yaser Hamdi first went to Guantánamo without his captors’ being aware of his citizenship. Prior to the *Hamdi* case, the Bush administration assumed that the courts would largely stay out of detention matters—much

---

as they have, in fact, stayed out of targeting matters. The U.S. Supreme Court, however, ruled that Hamdi must be given some form of due process for his detention to continue. So, in theory, detention remains on the option list for other Americans, though in practice the executive branch has not tried to play that card. Indeed, the Obama administration went so far as to reject it as a possibility, with the President stating: “My Administration will not authorize the indefinite military detention without trial of American citizens.”

In principle, the advantages of detention for U.S. citizens should be the same as the advantages for anyone else. Military detention removes people from a dangerous operational environment into one in which they cannot recruit, plan, or kill. Hamdi, hardly a terrorist mastermind, was nevertheless part of the Taliban when caught in Afghanistan, and while detained was not able to rejoin the movement. What’s more, suspected terrorists in military detention can also be interrogated for intelligence, and thus, authorities can learn more about their organizations and personnel, enabling more arrests and otherwise disrupting their groups. Unlike the criminal justice system, detention in the military system does not occur pursuant to a specific sentence of a set duration; its duration is, legally speaking, tied to the conflict itself. As long as the United States is fighting Al Qaeda, it is entitled to detain Al Qaeda militants. This can provide for significant operational flexibility in the sense that the military can, theoretically at least, hold people for as long a time—or as little time—as it needs to.

Perhaps the most significant advantage to military detention is the depressed standard pursuant to which detention can proceed. To prosecute someone for a terrorism-related crime, as we have explained, one needs admissible evidence of every element of criminal offense—and one needs to convince a jury of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. To hold someone in military detention, by contrast, one needs only to show by a preponderance of the evidence—a standard that equates to more likely than not—that he was “part of” or “substantially supporting” the forces on the other side of the conflict. One can use intelligence data for this purpose, not just evidence that would meet the standards of a federal criminal trial. So at least in theory, one would expect that military detention would have certain attractions as a way of handling citizens about whom the government harbors significant fears yet against whom it—for one reason or another—cannot muster a criminal case.

Yet military detention has not—at least not so far—proven an attractive alternative to the criminal justice system for handling U.S. citizens. The reason is that, particularly as a longer-term proposition, its advantages fade and its disadvantages become acute. The Obama administration has said flatly that it will not use military detention for citizens.\(^{109}\) And while a subsequent administration might revisit this judgment, the record of the criminal justice system has grown strong enough that there might not exist cause to do so—at least not until a highly dangerous suspect falls into American custody and authorities find that they cannot make a case against him.

Like criminal prosecution, military detention requires custody of the suspect. So unlike killing, it does not present an alternative to a suspect’s capture. It presents only an alternative to criminal process after capture. Its value as an option in the toolbox, therefore, arises only when one has already captured a detainee whom one wants to hold, yet against whom one cannot make a criminal case. This situation arises often in the context of foot soldiers, about whom one may know relatively little individually. Guantánamo Bay to this day has no end of Yemenis about whom the United States can show little more than that they traveled to Afghanistan to hook up with the wrong sort of people and join enemy forces. For example, in the case of Uthman Abdul Rahim Mohammed Uthman, the government satisfied the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals—using a standard of proof far below the criminal standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt—that a Yemeni Guantánamo detainee was detainable by showing only that he had been captured near Tora Bora in December of 2001, that he was traveling there with a small group of men including two Al Qaeda members and bin Laden bodyguards, that he had begun his journey at a school in Yemen where Al Qaeda recruited fighters, that he had traveled to Afghanistan along a route used by Al Qaeda recruits, that someone else paid for his travel and he lied about that fact, that he was seen at an Al Qaeda guesthouse, and that his own explanation of these facts involved “a host of unlikely coincidences.”\(^{110}\) This would not come close to establishing criminal liability, but it is sufficient for the government to hold Uthman until the termination of hostilities.

\(^{109}\) Ibid.

This problem, however, turns out to seldom arise with respect to bigger fish and those against whom one can devote significant investigative energy. The rarity of citizens fighting abroad limits the circumstances in which non-criminal detention will be a viable option but in which prosecution will not be. In recent years, as the criminal justice system has increased in its capability, the set of these cases has grown close to empty. The circumstances in which non-criminal detention becomes a necessary tool generally involves the capture of relatively large numbers of people—numbers that preclude extensive individual investigations. And in recent years, the number of captures has not overwhelmed American investigative capacity.

Leaving aside the limited number of situations that genuinely call for non-criminal detention of citizens, preventive detention of U.S. citizens in the name of counterterrorism has big downsides. Most importantly, it is seen, both at home and abroad, as illegitimate—although the courts domestically have not decisively disallowed it and have actively and repeatedly affirmed the authority to detain enemy fighters who are not citizens. The legitimacy problem with detention is partly legal and partly not. The non-legal element lies in an inchoate sense that there’s something wrong with holding people outside of the criminal justice system. At least domestically, this sense is not a particular problem among the public at large—a majority of which, for example, has consistently favored keeping Guantánamo open. But it is clearly a problem in elite opinion, one that leads to obsessive press attention to detention operations and to ongoing suggestions among elites that the United States is engaged in activity that either violates its own laws, the Constitution, or international obligations.

The legal element lies in the sense that the courts are not comfortable with the protracted detention of citizens—and that any effort to detain a citizen risks a significant rebuke in a habeas corpus case. Notionally, the case law—particularly Hamdi—supports the proposition that the military can detain citizens as enemy combatants, at least those citizens captured in a foreign theater of combat operations. Wrote a plurality of justices in that case:

> The capture and detention of lawful combatants and the capture, detention, and trial of unlawful combatants, by “universal agreement and practice,” are “important incident[s] of war.” . . . The purpose of detention is to prevent captured individuals from returning to the field of battle and taking up arms once again. . . There is no
The trouble is that in two subsequent cases—those of Jose Padilla and Ali Saleh Al-Marri—the court seemed poised to take a different view with respect to both foreigners captured on U.S. soil and citizens captured domestically. In both of those cases, the government moved the detainee into the criminal justice system to avoid an adverse Supreme Court ruling. But the result has been that we lack any kind of certainty regarding the parameters of the authority to detain an American in military custody. Any effort to do so, therefore, necessarily incurs legal risk, so we can reasonably expect no administration to try it unless it absolutely has to.

The indefinite nature of military detention, in addition to affording a certain operational flexibility, can also erode legitimacy and thus make leaders miss the long, fixed terms of confinement criminal convictions can bring. From a civil libertarian perspective, having detention tied to the end of hostilities risks meaning perpetual detention without trial. Experts have no authoritative answer to offer to the question of when the war on terror ends—in marked contrast to the answer in more conventional struggles like the world wars or the Korean War. Neither the death of bin Laden nor the paucity of successful attacks on U.S. soil have convinced government leaders that Al Qaeda is defunct, and no political leader wants to risk declaring the war to be ended, fearing an attack would occur by chance or design the next day—not to mention that declaring the war over would itself ultimately require the release of detainees who might then launch attacks.112 In the meantime, however, detainees languish, potentially for the rest of their lives. The non-determinate nature of non-criminal detention, ironically, makes it also not ideal from a security point of view—at least not for detainees one really wants to hang onto irrespective of political developments. For example, the United States is negotiating with the Taliban for

an end to the Afghanistan war. If these negotiations were to succeed, the agreement might require the release of all Taliban detainees not convicted of or charged with some crime. The more important it is to hold a given detainee because he is individually dangerous—rather than because he is an arm of a group with which one is at war and with which one can either defeat or make peace—the less ideal military detention is in the long run.

As a result of these disadvantages, military detention by U.S. forces is more of a notional option at this stage than a live one, particularly as U.S. forces are now out of Iraq and drawing down from Afghanistan. The one exception to this rule may be short-term detention in operational theaters as a kind of stop-gap measure. It is conceivable that U.S. forces might, for example, capture an enemy and hold him briefly before transferring him to law enforcement. Or it is possible that they might capture him and not realize initially his citizenship—as happened with Hamdi—and discover this only once interrogation begins. U.S. forces, however, seem unlikely to attempt to detain a citizen captured abroad over a long period of time again, as long as any other option for handling him remains available.

**Detention by Foreign Forces**

Because of the many problems associated with American prosecution and detention of terrorist suspects, it is often easier to let our allies detain in our stead—either under their own criminal justice systems, pursuant to their own military authorities, or for ultimate transfer to U.S. custody for prosecution. Using proxy detention or prosecution, the United States still takes supposed bad guys off the streets, but this system allows the United States to avoid some of the costs and risks. From the day the Saudis picked up Abu Ali, after all, the threat he posed was largely neutralized. They didn’t turn him over to the FBI for another twenty months, but the initial detention prevented him from engaging in any sort jihad, and because of U.S.-Saudi intelligence cooperation, the United States appears to have had good access to the fruits of his interrogation.

Indeed, from an intelligence perspective, foreign interrogators often have advantages over U.S. partners if the individual grew up and was acculturated in a foreign country. Those interrogators will generally have better language skills and cultural awareness, both of which are vital for successful interrogations. More ominously, of course, foreign governments in the developing world are often more able and willing to put pressure on a
suspect or his family that would be illegal in the United States. The Saudis are particularly prone to using family pressures to generate compliance. A brother might be threatened with the loss of his job, the father with denial of a business permit, a sister about access to the hospital for her sick child, and so on. In some countries, family members might be threatened physically, imprisoned, or worse in an attempt to coerce a suspect. This pressure is exceptionally difficult for most individuals to resist. And that’s before one contemplates physical coercion of the suspect himself, a common feature of many justice systems. Human Rights Watch notes that in Jordan—one of the better Arab countries when it comes to human rights and counterterrorism, “Prison guards torture inmates with near impunity because police prosecutors and police judges at the Police Court do too little to pursue cases against their fellow officers.”

Getting someone off the streets using detention is also often easier in the developing world, as the bar for imprisonment is much lower than it would be in the U.S. court system or that of western democratic allies—or sometimes entirely arbitrary. If relying on such illiberal systems is morally distasteful, it has a certain appeal from an operational counterterrorism point of view—particularly if only limited information on if a suspect exists or if it comes from highly sensitive intelligence sources and methods that the government would not want revealed in a trial or a habeas hearing.

Finally, using allies to detain suspects is not resource intensive. The allies, not us, maintain the facilities, pay people to watch over and interrogate suspects, handle legal issues that arise, and otherwise do the day-to-day lifting on counterterrorism.

Allies, however, will not always prove suitable for detaining Americans. For one thing, if the courts were truly convinced that the ally were acting entirely at America’s behest, such that foreign custody amounted to de facto or constructive U.S. custody, they might assume jurisdiction over habeas corpus cases on the theory that foreign custody was really a fiction. This nearly happened, in fact, in the Abu Ali case, before the Saudi government

transferred Abu Ali to the United States to face trial. Initially, Saudi authorities had picked up Abu Ali and held him without charge for twenty months. Abu Ali’s family went to court in the United States and alleged that this was being done at the behest of the U.S. government and with its ongoing involvement. The government responded that the court had no jurisdiction because Abu Ali was in Saudi custody. But the district court judge, John D. Bates, did not accept this:

The position advanced by the United States is sweeping. The authority sought would permit the executive, at his discretion, to deliver a United States citizen to a foreign country to avoid constitutional scrutiny; or, as is alleged and to some degree substantiated here, work through the intermediary of a foreign country to detain a United States citizen abroad.

The Court concludes that a citizen cannot be so easily separated from his constitutional rights.

He ordered what he termed “jurisdictional discovery” to explore whether Abu Ali was really in the constructive custody of his own government. The matter was, of course, mooted when the Saudis sent Abu Ali here to face trial for what turned out to be dramatic and well-substantiated charges.

The point is that detention by foreign forces has to be credible as such—not simply an exercise in the circumvention of U.S. law to avoid granting Americans the rights the Constitution promises them. Foreign detention is most plausible as an option where—as with Abu Ali—U.S. interests and those of the foreign country are truly aligned such that Saudi Arabia can pick up a U.S. national in the exercise of its own sovereignty, perhaps with American intelligence help. The wanna-be terrorists who went from suburban Washington to Pakistan offer a similarly repeatable model. Here the individuals were tried and held by Pakistan on grounds that they were violating Pakistan’s laws. While the United States may have benefited from Pakistan’s actions, it does not appear to have been operating the puppet strings.

116 Ibid.
The difficulties with proxy detention arise when the relationship between the United States and the foreign intelligence or law enforcement service in question become so intertwined that the U.S. becomes implicated in the detention—and in any mistreatment of the detainee. The lower bar for detention in many foreign countries also makes it more likely that innocents will be caught up with the guilty and that the U.S. will be implicated in, or responsible for, detentions based on erroneous facts or the nasty impulses of authoritarian governments.

Beyond the risk of sweeping up innocents, there is also the problem that proxy governments are not always reliable. Both Yemen and Pakistan have repeatedly tolerated, even aided, groups the United States considers terrorists, after all. Reliance on proxies assumes a confluence of American and proxy interests that may not always reflect reality.

Moreover, in any reliance on proxies, the human rights of the guilty are also of tremendous concern. Although critics of Guantánamo and other U.S. detention programs lament the indefinite nature of the detention and the supposed flaws in current legal processes, the human rights situations in Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and other developing countries in the Muslim world are far more dire. Frequently, proponents of the “advantages” of interrogation abroad are euphemistically talking about torture and its supposed rewards for revealing information. The effectiveness of torture is a hotly debated subject, but its prevalence in these countries is not subject to serious debate. The United States has to accept that by transferring suspects to allies with poor human rights records—or by encouraging those countries to take custody of U.S. nationals in the first instance—those suspects risk brutal treatment. So when U.S. administrations use allies instead of the U.S. system to detain terrorists, they make the human rights problem worse even though human rights criticisms of the U.S. might decline.

There are legal limits on the U.S.’s authority to transfer people to foreign governments where torture or even lesser forms of abuses are a risk. The Convention Against Torture forbids transfers where mistreatment is likely—and the United States takes the position that it will not transfer detainees if it cannot receive assurances that it regards as sufficient to make humane treatment the likeliest outcome. However, whether and how exactly the law constrains America’s ability to encourage the arrest or detention of its own nationals where abuse is likely, yet where American forces never assume formal custody, is less clear. Certainly, if the ultimate goal is prosecution in U.S. courts, the government
has an abiding interest—as it did in the Abu Ali case—to make sure that the foreign treatment of the American suspect does not prejudice the later criminal case. In the Abu Ali case, Saudi authorities treated the suspect benignly enough that his statements in Saudi custody were deemed admissible in U.S. courts and his claims of coercion were rejected.\textsuperscript{117} Where ultimate U.S. prosecution is not an issue, authorities' hands may be freer.

To increase partner capacity, the United States conducts a range of training programs to bolster the ability of allies like Yemen to collect and process intelligence, deploy military forces effectively, and otherwise fight terrorism. Such seemingly uncontroversial programs, however, carry risks—and not principally for American citizens. At the very least, the United States is bolstering the least democratic part of an undemocratic state: the same intelligence services that hunt terrorists with U.S. support also spy on and imprison dissidents and otherwise protect the regime against threats from peaceful as well as violent protests. In 2010, the United States gave the then-[Ali Abdullah] Saleh government $150 million worth of support, a substantial sum for an impoverished nation. When unrest in Yemen heated up, the specially trained Yemeni counterterrorism forces headed back to Sana’a to shore up the regime, even though terrorists used the growing power vacuum to expand their activities. The threat to the regime, not surprisingly, was more important than fighting U.S. battles on counterterrorism.

Supporting democracy, however, can also jeopardize counterterrorism cooperation. The key tip on Awlaki came from an Al Qaeda member in Yemeni custody—and it came at a time when the United States was trying to move the Saleh regime out the door in response to protests in Yemen. Saleh’s deputy information minister Abdu al-Janadi contended bitterly, “The Americans don’t even respect those who cooperate with them.”\textsuperscript{118}

\textbf{Toleration}

Finally, there’s the option no one talks about: doing nothing and simply tolerating the activity in question. Officially, the United States seeks to hunt down terrorists of any stripe, and in most cases involving Americans, it uses or benefits from one or more of


the above approaches to try to fight the threat. Yet there are some cases where the cost of going after terrorists is so high or the individuals involved are so obscure or well-hidden that their activities are effectively tolerated—either because the above tactics fail or because our forces simply do not care enough to pursue them aggressively. Some of the Somali-Americans who went to fight on behalf of the Shabaab, for example, are the subject of intelligence efforts in the event that they plan to return home, but the United States is not actively seeking to find and arrest or kill them in Somalia itself. And Samir Khan, the editor of *Inspire* who was killed in the Awlaki strike, was oddly an example of toleration too. He was, after all, not the target of the strike that killed him but was collateral damage in a strike targeting someone else. He was also never charged with a crime. While he might have been arrested had the opportunity arisen, the government was not taking active steps against him.

Sometimes, decision-makers adopt a hybrid of one of the approaches above with a kind of toleration in practice. In the case of Adam Gadahn, a treason indictment has been handed up, but actually arresting him seems relatively low on anyone’s priority list—and he doesn’t seem to be the subject of active targeting either.

Toleration is a form of discretion and priority-setting. Not all terrorists are created equal—not all necessarily need to be neutralized. An American who goes abroad to act as a foot soldier for foreign forces with lots of foot soldiers is not a distinct actor from those forces. And one might simply decide that the marginal risk he poses over and above those forces generally is a negligible one. The danger, of course, is that one can sometimes misjudge that marginal risk. Once upon a time, after all, Anwar Awlaki was thought to be a moderate cleric—and his activities were tolerated. That turned out to be a huge mistake.

---

119 The FBI began building a case against Samir Khan, and a grand jury even convened to consider the evidence against him in 2010. However, these charges were later dropped. See Dina Temple-Raston, "Grand Jury Focuses on N.C. Man Tied to Jihad Magazine" and Suzanne Kelly, "Samir Khan: Proud to be an American traitor."
Where Do We Stand, and What Are We Missing?

The good news is that much of the U.S. effort against Americans involved in jihadist activity abroad is quite robust. Allies usually pitch in, and the American court system has put away some dangerous people. Targeted killing also worked in the one instance in which the administration used it. Perhaps most importantly, the problem is limited, and the U.S. decision to effectively ignore or tolerate some suspected terrorists is sensible, given resource limits.

The bad news is that the U.S. approach leaves considerable gaps, particularly regarding Americans involved in pro-Al Qaeda propaganda and recruitment. On some issues, particularly killing suspected American terrorists, oversight of executive conduct is theoretically thin, leading to the potential for abuses of power.

The Propaganda Gap

American citizens rank, in small numbers, among the most dangerous terrorists around. Awlaki’s charisma, savvy about the West, and operational interest made him exceptionally dangerous. Far more often, however, American jihadists are nobodies. John Walker Lindh, the so-called “American Taliban,” posed little threat beyond that of an ordinary, and not particularly competent, Taliban soldier. In some cases, like Hamdi, U.S. citizenship is an afterthought—a matter that arose only after capture and played no identifiable role in his activities overseas. In some cases, like Gadahn, Americanness is central to the jihadist’s activities and identity as a fighter. The result is that the American response to the problem has to encompass an enormous range of possible threats—a range concentrated at the low-threat end, but one that at times pops up at the very highest end.

The American approach focuses on stopping attacks, but this misses a key piece of the picture. The Al Qaeda core has suffered many setbacks at an operational level since 9/11, but its ideas and brand remain powerful—in part because of its propaganda. Conventional wisdom—correct in part—is that Al Qaeda suffered serious setbacks with the death of Bin Ladin and the Arab Spring, which offered the alternative vision that peaceful protests can produce political change. In addition, Islamist theologians bitterly criticized
Al Qaeda for its killing of Muslim civilians. But Al Qaeda still is far more popular than it was in the 1990s. Polling data, however imperfect, suggests the power of some of these ideas. A 2011 poll found declining, but still quite high, support for Al Qaeda in Muslim countries—easily high enough to support an insurgency. In Nigeria, Al Qaeda received a favorability rating of almost 50 percent. This figure came in at just over 25 percent in the Palestinian territories and about 20 percent in Indonesia and Egypt.120

By focusing on operators, the United States misses much of what makes the organization so dangerous. During the Algerian insurgency against France, the French commander declared, “the man who places the bomb is but an arm that tomorrow will be replaced by another arm.”121 Al Qaeda and like-minded organizations need propagandists, recruiters, financiers, and other logisticians to keep the movement alive and thriving. They have more than enough foot soldiers.

Indeed, Donald Rumsfeld identified the right question. In 2003, when he was U.S. Secretary of Defense, he asked whether the United States was killing terrorists faster than Al Qaeda could churn them out. The first part of this question depends on operations like the drone strike on Awlaki or arrests of suspected terrorists like Padilla and Lindh. The second part, however, requires stopping Al Qaeda from attracting new recruits to replace those who have fallen—and that’s the role of the Gadahns, the Hammamis, and the Khans.

From Al Qaeda’s point of view, American members are more than just potential operators. Propaganda efforts are as important as the group’s terrorist campaign—indeed more so, according to many analysts. Although the United States understandably focuses on Al Qaeda’s most violent actions, much of what the organization strives to do is spread its interpretation of Islam and inspire young Muslims to fight. So part of Al Qaeda’s battle is within the broader Islamist and Muslim community. Its leaders want to shake, or from their perspective wake up, Muslims, convincing them that their lands are occupied by the United States and that their religion is under assault. Perhaps equally important, they want to convince the myriad strands of the jihadist world, most of which are focused on

local regimes and social issues, to join their global fight against the United States and the
West in general. Bin Ladin told Mullah Omar, the Taliban leader, that 90 percent of his
battle would be fought in the media.122

To this end, Bin Ladin pushed propaganda from the start. Bin Ladin supported the Afghan
mujahedin’s efforts to produce crude magazines to glorify their struggle, and when Al
Qaeda was first created, it had a media committee along with one for military opera-
tions and religious matters (the media committee’s head was dubbed “Abu Reuter.”) As
Al Qaeda grew more sophisticated, and as media technology became more sophisticated,
Al Qaeda would produce well-crafted videos and slick publications to advance its agenda.

Violence is a servant of propaganda. Even the most spectacular and bloody attacks like
9/11 itself were meant to spread a message as much as to inflict casualties. Because the
attacks capture media attention, and because they provoke a response from the United
States that often angers Muslims, they are a way of inspiring the faithful.

With respect to U.S. citizens, however, a class of people clearly exists who are “part of”
the enemy forces yet who are not lawfully targetable. This is almost certainly why Samir
Khan—who was undoubtedly “part of” AQAP—was nonetheless considered collateral
damage in the Awlaki strike, not targetable in his own right. Conveniently for U.S. target-
ing, Awlaki was both operator and propagandist, but for many years, the United States did
not have direct evidence of Awlaki’s involvement in operations specifically, and thus under
the standards the government has articulated, would not have been able to target him.
This leaves an important gap with respect to U.S. citizens—propagandists—that does not
appear with non-U.S. nationals. The United States justified the Awlaki killing based on
his operational role—the most public example of which is his work with the Karim broth-
ners, who sought to attack aviation targets in Britain. But Awlaki was as dangerous as a
propagandist as he was an operator. His role in radicalizing Nidal Hasan likely contrib-
uted to the deaths of 13 people, and his broader propaganda efforts may have radicalized
many others in the West. Yet ironically, as explained above, the Constitution offered a
certain degree of protection for some of his most dangerous activity—both because the
First Amendment protects advocacy of violence and, more importantly, because the Due

Process clause, as the Obama administration has interpreted it, permits targeting of citizens only under highly restrictive conditions that are effectively limited to operational leaders.

Gadahn today may well fall into a similar category today as Awlaki did before he went operational. Gadahn was a senior advisor to Bin Ladin (and now, presumably, to Zawahiri) and is an important media face of Al Qaeda in the West. However, he probably cannot be targeted, though he has been indicted for treason, because his activities are not operational in character and thus do not present the kind of imminent threat that would satisfy the due process standards Holder articulated in his speech. His situation thus highlights the distinction between how Al Qaeda views its campaign and how the United States tries to counter it. Gadahn, like Awlaki, is an important propagandist and as such can play a role in inspiring new recruits and reaching out to Western audiences – a priority for Al Qaeda and an historic area of weakness. Yet he appears to get a kind of pass—unless he happens, as Samir Khan did, to become collateral damage in an attack targeting someone else or unless he happens to fall into American hands.

It is important to emphasize that the propagandist gap is probably unclosable, and we are not urging that it be closed with more permissive targeting rules. The only way to close it would be for the administration to take a much more aggressive legal stance regarding due process requirements for killing citizens—one that would either deny the applicability of due process to citizens fighting for the enemy or that would consider its requirements met by compliance with law of war targeting standards. Even if such a position could be advanced in good faith, there are strong prudential arguments against the President’s claiming the same broad targeting power against individual Americans that the military routinely uses against foreign forces. As long as the number of Americans operating abroad remains so small, it is likely worth incurring some additional risk to avoid such dramatic legal positions. Should a significant number of non-operational but highly-effective propagandists emerge, however, the costs of this gap might become more substantial.
The Stability of the Legal and Oversight Framework

If the United States were ever to target a larger number of its citizens abroad, the problem of the legal and oversight framework in which it does so would emerge acutely. The courts, so far, have shown no interest in involving themselves in sorting out who can be killed and under what circumstances. Prior to the Awlaki strike, his father, Nasser Awlaki, filed suit—with the aid of the American Civil Liberties Union and the Center for Constitutional Rights—in an effort to preclude the targeting of his son. A district court in Washington dismissed the case, on grounds that he lacked standing to bring it (in other words, the father could not claim to represent the son), and that targeting is a political question in which the judiciary has no role. Judge John D. Bates—the same Judge Bates that ruled in the Abu Ali case—was fully aware of the oddity of the case and the oddity of declining to hear it. In dismissing the matter, he wrote that “Stark, and perplexing, questions readily come to mind.” Asked Judge Bates:

How is it that judicial approval is required when the United States decides to target a U.S. citizen overseas for electronic surveillance, but that, according to defendants, judicial scrutiny is prohibited when the United States decides to target a U.S. citizen overseas for death? Can a U.S. citizen—himself or through another—use the U.S. judicial system to vindicate his constitutional rights while simultaneously evading U.S. law enforcement authorities, calling for “jihad against the West,” and engaging in operational planning for an organization that has already carried out numerous terrorist attacks against the United States?

There were other questions too—all of them interesting. Can the courts really make real-time targeting decisions? Are they really positioned to weigh the benefits and costs of possible diplomatic and military responses, and ultimately decide whether, and under what circumstances, the use of military force against such threats is justified? Would the United States really litigate these questions, thereby disclosing in advance to the prospective target “the precise standards under which [the United States] will take that military action”? Ultimately, however, Judge Bates avoided all of the questions. “No matter how interesting and no matter how important this case may be . . . we cannot address it unless we have jurisdiction.”

At least for now, the courts—though fully aware of the significance of their hands off approach—show no sign of insinuating themselves into the process.

Because the courts appear determined to avoid entering the debate over the parameters of when, how, and where an American abroad can be killed in the name of counterterrorism, Congress becomes the only plausible external source for the imposition of restraint on the Executive Branch. Congressional intervention, however, seems highly unlikely as long as drone strikes remain as popular—and as apparently effective—as they are. If Obama, derided as a Marxist and crypto-Muslim by his foes, asserts the right to use drone strikes against Americans, any other likely administration will as well. Not surprisingly, in the 2012 election Governor Mitt Romney also endorsed drone strikes “entirely” and stated that “we should continue to use it to go after the people who represent a threat to this nation and to our friends.”

As long as the number of Americans targeted with lethal force remains so tiny, leaving such targeting questions entirely in executive hands makes sense. The Awlaki intelligence appears to have been vetted extensively. Awlaki was put on public notice that his surrender would be accepted. He knew that he was being targeted. As long as such targeting is a once-a-decade event, the anomalies Judge Bates identifies are less significant. Surveillance, after all, is common and regularized. It makes sense to have a statute governing it. Lethal targeting of the highest-value American terrorists, by contrast, is not at all routine; so far, we can even use the word unique. And leaving such rare events to the presidency, as overseen by the congressional intelligence committees, makes sense—as long as the events remain exceptionally rare.

A lethal and public mistake, however, could change all this. Intelligence is imperfect in most circumstances, and even precise missiles at times miss their targets. Killing an American who later turns out to be innocent—or killing large numbers of innocent locals—might prompt calls for more formal oversight. Having a mistake captured on video would make this even more likely.

The argument for a more formal, prescribed oversight mechanism becomes stronger to the extent the activity becomes more common. Thoughtful legislative proposals to ensure accountability exist: suggesting either court review modeled on that in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act or, more plausibly, a formally-structured review system within the Executive Branch.125 As long as the targeting of citizens remains so uncommon, so effective when it does happen, and so politically popular, however, Congress is even more unlikely than the courts to slap restrictions on the President’s latitude. For now, at least, the law of this area seems likely to remain a self-generated creature of the executive branch.

More broadly, the handling of U.S. citizens abroad is likely to remain a weirdly bifurcated domain in which our policy rules out non-criminal detention and largely eschews targeting—the bread and butter approaches to non-citizens abroad. Citizens, rather, are much more likely to go through process-rich handling in the criminal justice system, on the one hand, or toleration on the other—with a dollop of targeting and proxy detention thrown in occasionally. It’s not an elegant solution conceptually. But it has successfully addressed, at least in broad strokes, most of the threats that U.S. citizens abroad have posed.
